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ABSTRACT
Every child explores the world through playing. It encourages the 
development of the child. As the child grows up, he/she faces 
abstract concepts introduced in the syllabus. While understanding 
the Secondary School environment, we felt the absence of connection 
between education and playing. We also found that in a subject 
like Mathematics, many children face problems in understanding 
concepts	 of	 volume	 and	 area.	 These	 fields	 of	 geometry	 need	
physical experience for better understanding. To bridge this 
gap, a play and learn kit named, ‘AkaarNitee’ is designed and 
developed. AkaarNitee is a strategy based educational game on 
volume. With the help of this kit, children will enjoy and develop 
their ‘logic’ as well as ‘tacit knowledge’ in the domain of volume. 



INTRODUCTION:
Playing:•	
- Enriched experiences 
- Develop skills & knowledge
- Natural way of learning
(Papert, Seymour, 1980), (University,2008)

As the child grows up:•	
At secondary school level the 
distance between playing and 
learning increases

PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED:
In Mathematics:•	
- Abstract concepts
- Volume as problem area
Lack of the practical•	
experiences results in less 
interest for learning (Gupta,2008)

NEED OF PROJECT:
To establish and strengthen •	

the connection between 
playing and learning

To encourage the play value        •	
in learning



PROJECT BRIEF:

To design and develop 
a play and learn kit for 
Secondary School children
from standard VIIth & VIIIth.

AIM:
To teach them the abstract 
concept of volume
in a playful manner
by bridging the gap between
playing and learning.

EXPLORATIONS:

Fig.1: shapes with reference grid marked.

Which is bigger volume?•	

Form variations with•	
constant volume
Transfer and comparison•	
of quantity
Real life applications•	
Design insights driven by•	
‘wrong answers’ 



THE CONCEPT:

A strategy based educational game on volume - AkaarNitee

Level 2: •	 ‘Count-n-Fun’ 
- Complex level
- Needs intellectual strategy
- Counting of volume 

Level 1: •	 ‘Trekking Treasure’ 
- Chance based 
- Perceptions of volume

Fig.2: AkaarNitee- game setup for Trekking Treasure.



FORMATION OF CUBE:
Arrangement of 4 •	

‘Pointblocks’ forms a cube
Permutations & Combinations•	
Chance & Strategy•	
Need Spatial Thinking•	

Fig.3:  Point-blocks Fig.4:  Cube formations with Point-blocks

CONDITIONS :
To collect the coin-block, 
player need to complete 
respective cube.

In ‘Count-n-Fun’ the cube 
formation needs to satisfy 
respective value of 
coin-block.



Education due to game•	
 - Builds Volume Perception
 - Experiencing Volume 
Chance and Strategy•	
Intellect and Practice•	
improves performance 
Ability to generate levels•	
Indoor use •	

Ability to attract repeat play•	
Fantasy and Interest •	
Sharing of knowledge•	
Deeper level of interaction•	
Interesting and attractive•	
Strategic play is observed•	
Problem solving challenge•	
Ability to hold interest •	

GAME FEEDBACK: 

Fig.1: Feedback#1 Fig.1: Feedback#2 Fig.1: Feedback#3 Fig.1: Feedback#4
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